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Like other products, HTC Rhyme is also something highly commendable to leave everyone excited
after a glance. It is a skilled smartphone and earlier it was rumored to be launched as HTC Bliss. It
can be bought in various colors and features set of this device is truly very impressive.

Extraordinary Display & Size

HTCâ€™s wonderfully designed, HTC Rhyme consists of S-LCD capacitive touchscreen with the size of
3.7 inches (~252 ppi pixel density). It allows entry of 480 x 800 pixels resolution images and 16
million colors will be there to add extra grace. To make it an extraordinary device, it is bringing along
Multi-touch input method, Accelerometer sensor for UI auto-rotate, Proximity sensor for auto turn-
off, HTC Sense UI 3.5 and Touch-sensitive controls. So far as the size of the phone is concerned,
HTC Rhyme is of 116.8 x 61 x 10.1 mm in dimensions.

Impressive at Connectivity Aspects

HTC Rhyme is power packed with A GPS Navigation and power of Google Maps. Other than this,
Google Search, Digital compass and Dedicated search key are also commendable facilities. Aside
of these, users will appreciate YouTube, Google Talk and Picasa integration. In order to approach
internet and other devices, one can make use of 3G HSDPA/HSUPA, Wi-Fi, GPRS, EDGE,
Bluetooth and Micro USB. Other connectivity means can be counted as HTML Web browsing, SMS
(threaded view), MMS, Email, Push Email and IM. Thus, HTC Rhyme can be called a competitive
connectivity device.

High Definition Camera, Sound & Others

Five mega pixel camera is not considered an ordinary one, rather it is an appreciable one which you
can experience while using HTC Rhyme. Support of Auto Focus, LED Flash and Geo Tagging can
also be expected with it while clicking pictures and videos. Except using Stereo FM radio with RDS,
users can also play MP3, WAV & AAC+ audio files and MPEG4, H263 & H264 video files on
audio/video player. If we talk further, users of HTC Rhyme can get benefit of 4 GB storage & 768
MB RAM (internal), microSD type card slot for extending up to 32GB space as well as 8GB card
included. Last but not least, Android Operating System and Document viewer could also attract the
smart people within no time.
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